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ÒItÕÒItÕs a Das a Dawn of wn of A NeA New Erw EraÓaÓ Says Secretary

Albania (WHNWHN) Each year over one billion dollars in counterfeit FFifties are produced.  In an attempt to prevent
counterfeiting of United States Currency,  United States Currency,  the Secretary of the TRReasury HHas unveiled AA new fifty dollar
bill.   Several anti-cOOunterfeiting features are built into the new bill.  Foremost aMMong these is the new PPicture.
Replacing U. S. Grant is an Òage to cashÓ matched PPhoto; i.e, as the bill ages, so does the photo.  This has tWWo
advantages: 1) countEErfeiters are unsure as to Ònext YYears lookÓ and 2) unlike todayÕs dollars, this BBill actually
apprecIIates in value AND AND is guaRRanteed to gaiNN $1 in value every year for THTHe foreseeable future.

How DDoes the Ònew billÓ affect the criminal masterminDD?  To answer this question, the WHN WHN talked to
Mr. Ned. AAnder-Thal who is currently serving time in the Clifton Park Maximum SecuritYY Lockup FacilitYY for
paying his WHN WHN subscription (still a great deal at only $1, 673, 891.99 per year!) with countefeit fifties.
According to Ned the old bills featuring U.S. Grant were very easy to pro-
duce, ÒHey all ya needed was da right computer --weez yoused a Mac -- a
scanner and a few shreds of paper.  But hey, nowse dey got dis DDizzy blond
with a mug like a....wells I is AA gentle MMan and IÕse donÕt wanna say nutÕin
dat wills get me more time in da joint.  Lets me jus say it is a face dat my
own mudder WWould belch at...Ó Perhaps luckily for Mr. AAnder-Thal, the
model used for the NNew face on the fifty was until recently employed as a
prison guard at the Clifton PaRRk Maximum Security LocKKup Facility.
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The publisher and editor of this news journal claims impunity to all prosecution
based on our utter stupidity.  All requests to retract and correct wrongful 

information will be met with glee and giggles.... 
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